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'Ihe meeting 11as called to order at 10.45 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 33, 34, 38, 39, 4o, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45J 

46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52 and 53 (9ontinued) 

Mr. JJIEZ (Chile) (interpretation from Spanish): In our previous 

statement on disarmament items ·1-1e maintained that nuclear disarmament 1Jas 

urgent as an essential first step tovmrds general and complete disarmament under 

international supervision. l'le also said that the benefits from the peaceful 

development of nuclear energy ·Here an essential contribution to the progress 

and 1velfare of the international community. 

At this time Chile deems it desirable to offer its vie11s and suggestions 

on two closely interrelated items: the arms race and reduction of military 

budgets. We should also like to comment on one of the items which has aroused 

most attention in the present debate, namely the eighth special session of 

the General Assembly devoted to disarmament. We shall endeavour to analyse 

some of the causes of the arms race and the consequences deriving from it. 

We shall conclude by expressing our vievJs on the need to define an over-R~.l 

disarmament strategy which will make it possible to establish a global plan 

of action to be followed in order tp achieve the objectives which v1ill lead us 

to the strengthening of 1vorld peace. 

What, in our opinion, are the main causes of the stockpiling of arms 

by States which, if kept up, would make any disarmament initiative unattainable? 

vie believe that in the first place one of the elements which characterizes 

present international relations, unfortunately but obviously, is an atmosphere 

of distrust v1hich leads States to maintain a more or less strong military force 

depending on their objectives and capabilities for use as a strategic backstop 

in imposing their foreign policy decisions. 

Detente has been effective so far ~n preventing tensions in Europe which 

might have led us to a nuclear conflict. This policy, to be sure of success in 

the future, should be extended to the military field and should include all 

States desiripg to live in peace. Man has not succeeded in dispelling the 

danger of uar. There are political and ideological reasons which are a 

permanent source of international frictions. 
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The possibility of a conflict is what causes the arms race and in most 

cases prever:ts a just balance from being struck betv1een the development vlhich 

all mankir"d urgently needs and security. 'I·he security imperatives of various 

nations, as a consequence of their oun foreign policy, have confirmed different 

types of national security structures which, to a greater or lesser extent, 

have an influence on the arms race. 

He shall in the first place refer to the model of national security of 

those countries ·Hhich like ours, seek simply to maintain their territorial 

integrity and secure respect for their national sovereignty. These countries 

do not have to sacrifice their economic and social development in order to 

strengthen their security. They merely seek to maintain the armed forces 

strictly needed for their internal and external integrity. The arms they, 

acquire are those essential to ensuring the effectiveness of these forces. 

I/ioreover, these forces not only discharge their professional duties but, 

in addition, perform civil functions and thus are part of the country's 

economic, social and cultural development. 
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Their task is on:: of education. They prepare skillrc::d labour for 

civilian emDloymrc::nt, give different types of technical instruction, form 

units of forest protectors, and they cover the supply of the most isolated 

populations and carry out many other tasl~s for the bc:nefit of th'? community. 

But there are other countries ~hich have activ~ political objectives 

1 Jhether direct or indirect, 1-1hich imply territorial conquest, expansionism 

or hegemony, and so are bound to sacrifice their economic development or that 

of oth"::r Deoples 1,1i th 11hich they can co-operate, so as to organize a S'~perior 

military cower to support their political decisions. It is these countries 

11hich add to the arms race because they furth:::rmore compel th12ir probable 

adversaries to maintain as a minimum a balance of forces to act as a 

deterr~nt to their claims. 

Lately, a nevi factor, 11hich contributes to the arms race in some Darts of 

the world, has been added to the existing factors: that is, violence and 

international terrorism, vlhich threaten th:: stability of Governments of' 

dev:::lopin~ countries and disturb oublic order. 

Our mm Minister for Foreign Affairs, soc:aidng in the pl12nary Assembly 

at the present session, described the situation as follm1s: 

"In referring to subversive terrorism, v1e ro not mean isolated or 

unrelated acts of violc:nce, 1vhich have ~xisted throughout history. 

Th:= terrorism 'dhich is of concc:rn to us is that 'lhich has the:-

political and ideological aim of Dlanned subversion of the democratic 

order throughout the world." (A/32/PV.2l, p. 42) 

States threatened by this phenomenon are forced to strrc::ngthen their 

international security and to try to maintain in their countries a normal 

development of civilian life. To this end, security forcc:s must be given 

the necessary elements to fight this type of action. Apart from these 

reasons, the great military industries of some industrialisn~ countries are 

established not only to satisfy their mm military nQ::ds but also to enable 

them to transfer \veapons to other States for purely financial ends, 11ithout 

international control, contributing to the arms build-up and sometimes 

encouraging or trying to encourage local conflicts. 
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lis can be seen; the objective of disarmament is a major objective; 

but ['rQ8t obstacles must be overcome. Many interests vill be harmed 

and very diverse criteria must be combined. Unless ve overcome these 

obstacles) the arms race vill continue permanently to threaten uorld 

peace ar:d security and the social development of man};:ind. 

The ::;ecretary-General; uith the advice of a distinguished group of 

expert consultants; has presented a nev report on the economic and 

social consequences of the arms race and military expenditures. In his 

vahlE,:Jl~ report it is shcc'n that the diversion of vast amounts of 

resources of every ldnd for military purposes has continued ui thout 

registerinc; any decline andJ on the contrary; increased from year to 

year. 

This is due to the accelerated sophistication of veapons and to the 

and more modern military forces. Lastly; it is due to the threat ot -vrar 

in various reQ;ions of the Horld; uith the obvious danger that this can 

be extended and ~TQr"=:rali7,c:d. Thus; there is a world-vide vaste of 

technoloc:y, financial resources; human potential r-n1d ra>:' rnat~ri_als -:m'Jloy"'d 

for security purposes. This delays the economic development of all 

States; but fundamentally that of the poorest; uhich are frustrated in 

their efforts to eradicate the extreme poverty in their countries and 

improve their food; health; education and housing standards; uhich have 

sunl;: to critical levels in many parts of the vorld. 

For all ';ovc:rn 1n~r1ts it is a priority moral task to halt the arms 

the support of vhich it vould be impossible to seek adeqln ':e solutions 

to the wany problems vhich cause anguish among men in our times. 

The resources used to produce and acquire sophisticated nuclear and 

conventional vreapons are far l8rp'?r than social e:;:penditures for the most 

urc;ent needs in most States; to the detriwent of vital services such as 

health and education. 
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The report I mentioned gives us clear and undeniable examples of the 

disproportion bet~een military and social ex0enditures, a disproportion 

1·7hich seems to us to be alarming. Thus, for example, medical research 

throughout the 11orld l 1 Ses the equivalent of only one fifth of the 

resources de"oted to research and development of' ne1-1 means of battle. 

The Trident Submarine \·lith nuclear missiles costs thr'?-e times the sum of 

money used by the 'Iorld. H'?alth Organization for its total programme for 

the '?limination of malaria throughout the '·lorld. S1_1ch exampl?S, nhich are 

so obvious, should be sufficient to l'?ad us to n'?gotiate mar'? speedily 

eff'?ctiv'? tr'?aties to halt the arms race. 

Regr'?ttably, the advances achieved in the last years in reducing 

military expenditures through01_1t the 1-10rld have been fruitless cmd v7'? 

no possibiliti-:os of immediate succ"ss or th? hope of arriving at 

satisfactory solutions. Lately, military expenditures on a ~orld-wide 

scale hav2 incr2as2d again at a truly exaggerated rate. Parallel ~ith 

this, extreme poverty in sam'? regions of the 'lorld has led to v-:ory 

grav2 situations. 

Some United Nations resolutions on r"'diJction of military exn,endi tur::s 

date back more than ~10 d~cad?s. On 17 November 1950, the General Assembly, 

under resolution 380 (v), appealed to Stat<?s to reduce to th'? minimum the 

human and economic rc:sourc<?s devot<?d to armam<?nts and to strive to 

dev~lon resources Por g'?n~ral well-being. 

All th2S'? urg-:ont app'?als, 1-1hich are repeated ye8rly by means o,~ ne''' 

resolutions, have gon'? unheeded. On the contrary, military expenditures of the 

vario1_1S countries are ever gr.eater, and 11i thout further ado th' 

possioiliti,~s for economic and social c1'?velopm<?nt are sacrific-:ed to th'? 

detriment of ~ankind. 

The importance of disarmament resides in c0nsequences c7hich not only 

'.IOI_lld lessen the possibility of armed conflicts, but also 1701_1ld promote 

the prosperity of nations. Disarmament of th~ poor2r co11ntries 11ould 

r:l2ase comparatively insignificant f1_1nds to strength-:on the ''orld economy, 

and in some cases 1wuld expos"? them very directly to th<? risks of losing 
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inalienable rights, such ~s the rights to sovereignty and territorial 

integrity. On the contrary, disarmament of powerful rich countries 

would release significant resources, which would strengthen the world 

economy and vlould expose them only remotely to any threat to their 

sovereignty or to their territorial integrity. This would be possible 

thrm1gh a policy of' balanc::d disarmament and d<§tent2 fully complied '-lith 

and enl'orced. 
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Accordingly, to be really beneficial disarmament must be started 

by the o;reat Powers vrhich must transfer to the poorer countries all 

resources thus released. 

Hith a general improvement in the 1vorld economic situation and 

emphasis on overcoming under-development in the third uorld, the resultinG 

social and economic conditions would improve detente and disarmament might 

then be progressively broadened as a result of that policy. 

So far, after so many years, ue have not even succeeded in preparing 

adequate procedures for information on military budgc:;ts. Despite efforts 

t~1ade by the Group of Experts, only a few countries have bothered to 

send their comments on the format of the instrum0nt to be used to 

measure military e~:per.di tures. As long as there is no competent 

international organ authorized to control weapons, supervise compliance 

uith treaties and analyse budgets, any attempt to obtain r,1ilitary data, 

including the quantity or installation of 1reapons must fail because of the:; 

secrecy vith which countries naturally surround those subjects. 

The major military Pouers account for three quarters of the "l·rorld 1 s 

military budgets. If the recommendations of resolution 3093 B (XXVIII) 

of 7 December 1973, had been implemented for only a single year, sorae 

$30 billion l·rould have become available as a source of assistance for the 

social and economic advancement of the countries of the third uorlcL 

Unfortunately, not even the Pmrers most in favour of that initiative have 

taken a single step along the lines indicated in that resolution. 

He must recognize that our ability to make those provisions a reality 

is virtually nil. As long as the uorld continues vi th this unbridled 

arms race intended to maintain a balance bet1veen the military Pavers, a 

balance essential to world peace, our ideals of proljress and 1relfo.re 

of the international community 1vill continue to 1e an unattainable dream. 

In the light of the above considerations, it becomes essential fully 

to assess all the aspects of the arms race in the vorld, in order c;radually 

to achieve General and complete disarmament under effective internationo.l 

control. 
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Hi th tuo thirds of the ;)is armament Decade already behind us, little 

proGress on these matters has been made. Some important multilateral 

and bilateral agreements have been reached, it is true, but progress has 

been slaver than the pace of the arms race itself. Accordingly, our 

delegation believes that a complete disarmament programme must be started 

uithout delay or excuses and that its substance must include the follmring 

subjects, vhich I shall enunciate 1vi thout comments because they have been 

deoated on many occasions. 

A legally binding instrument establishing an international organ under 

United nations control, uith authority to ascertain the present actual 

arms situation in each country, must be negotiated. Unless such data can 

be obtained, any evaluation vould be useless and He shall never be able 

to adopt effective disarmament measures acceptable to all and reliable. 

Hachinery must be set up to make available, on request, accurate 

information required by States and uorld public opinion. This uould 

make a valuable contribution to disarmament measures. VaTious political 

movements and organizations as vell as non-governmental and religious 

organizations must be involved in this in order to elicit their support in 

halting tlle arms race. 

Through appropriate multilateral agreements ma,chinery must be 

established to regulate the transfer of arms and to promote the 

channeling of the pmverful uorld military industry into peaceful pursuits 

beneficial to the progress of all. 

Appropriate targets must be set for reducinG military budgets 

and establishing levels of assistance to developing countries vith the 

funds thus released. 

An essential and priority stage of disarmament must be the 

cessation, reduction and elimination of nuclear veapons~ including 

the immediate cessation of all nuclear tests. 

There must be a disarmament agreement on conventional ueapons, 

including the urgent elimination of -vreapons of mass destruction and 

of environmental uarfare. 
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Fina11y, ue must set the sta(3e for general and complete disarmament 

and the estab1ishment of an international peace-keeping force under United 

Nations control Hhich ivi1l safeguard the security of all nations. 

'I'hat is our great task. The theory is clear and for it to be viab1e 

ve must app1y a11 our common sense and believe in the truth of our 

affirmations, above all, the major military Pmvers of the uorld must be 

firm1y resolved to achieve it by taking the steps necessary to prevent a 

continuation of the arms race. Consequent1y, the 1-rorld requires po1itical 

uil1 on the part of the [;reat Po1·rers to achieve vrhat we yearn for. 

He, the small countries, may be responsible for preventing local conflicts, 

but it is up to the great Povrers to prevent a l·rorld conflagration. Hence, 

disarmament is something they must achieve. 

Disarmament is therefore the first step in creating a better world. 

The first decisive step in achieving it wi1l, ve hope, be the special session 

to be he1d next year uhich ~Ve consider valuable in itself and ~Vhich my 

Goverrunent unconditiona1ly supports. 

He believe that, although our statements may appear to serve no 

purpose and we meet together simply to repeat the same things from year to 

year, 1re are shaping vrorld public opinion, later to be reflected in the 

communications media. This has a decisive impact in the contemporary ~Vorld 

and on government decisions. Thus, even the verbiage of the United Nations 

is, on this item as on many other items in the past, contributing to bringing 

the Horld nearer an effective solution. He must therefore not be discouraged 

from dealing 1-ri th nor must 1re vie1r possible results from the standpoint of 

our oun short life span. Ide must realize that we are in an Organization which 

in the history of mankind, after thousands of years, has to its credit 

successes never achieved before. 11e must also adopt a universalistic approach 

uhen dea1ing 1rith an item 1rith >vhich we have had so little success, as in 

the case of disarmament. 

The contribution of the non-aligned countries tmrards efforts to 

consolidate international peace by elim~nating the dangers of war has been 

strildngly demonstrated in the initiative to convene a special session of 

the General Assembly devoted to disarmament. This idea, iThich goes back to 
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the 1961 meeting in Cairo, is proof of the pacifist spirit which inspired 

the founders of that group and of their genuine desire to be independent of 

bloc policies or spheres of influence. 

Last year - and we all recall it well - the General Assembly made 

that initiative a reality by adopting by consensus resolution 31/189 B, 

which in its operative paragraph 1 decided to convene a special session 

of the General Assembly to be held in May-June 1978. The large number of 

States which joined in sponsoring that resolution, as well as the statements 

made by a large majority of representatives in favour of it, are eloquent 

proof that the international community is anxious to take steps to find new 

means of achieving general and complete disarmament, which is our ultimate 

goal. 

During the year the process of preparation for the Conference was 

started by a Committee set up under the terms of the same resolution. 

At an earlier meeting, the report on the work of the Preparatory 

Committee was presented with singular brilliance by its Chairman, 

Mr. Ortiz de Rozas of the sister Republic of Argentina. 
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\-lith Latin American pTide we wish to place on record our e;re.t.itud.e for 

his excellent work, and we wish him ""' ~=::·y success in his future activities 

as Chairman of the Committee. 

On considering document A/31/41, which contains the repc.,rt, we note 

the fr·_,itt·;· work done in the relatively short time avai:able to that 

Committee. The fact that the major obstacles of organization and procedure 

have already b<'"f·:n scT10LmtE:rl. and thP fac-:; that ue already haY<: a 

draft agenda, l·icrrar>t our hope ttat v;e ste.:l tave a fruitful special session. He 

trust that in the two sessions of thR r.cmmittee S~"heduled for the beginning of 

next year, when matters related to the substance of the disarmament problem 

will be discussed, the same goodwill and spirit of compromise will continue 

to pn:vail aFlong All the :participants incluning the 1dlitarily rnost 

impurtc.nt. Po,Ters. 

Like other delegations, we are convinced that the success of the 

special session will depend on adequate preparatiop, and hence the importance 

of the work entrusted to the Preparatory Committee. 

From the outset my country has supported the idea of holding a special 

session, because it is cur r:·cfoc.J·d ~onviction that it is vital if '\ie are to 

find a way out of the present deadlock in disarmament negotiations. He 

believe that the United Nat:_ons still has reserves which can be usee!. to 

solve the urgent problem of halting the arms race and removing the nuclear 

danger, and that we have to comply with our obligation to consider the 

general principles of co-operation for the maintenance of intRrnatjcnhl 

peace and security, including principles governing di~armament and arms 

regulation, as indicated in Article 11 of the Charter. 

The special session of next year represents for the United Nations 

an opportunity and a challenge; an opportunity, because we shall have far

reaching negotiations, and a challenge because, if we fail, trust will pave 

been lost in the competence of tLis forum to manage disarmament matters. As 

for the rrain actors, that is to say we the Stat~s Members, we should attend 

with a genuine desire to negotiate jn good faith. 
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In this connexion, we consider c>.s e.p,?rc p:.'ir.te tl".A rAccn:mende.tion 

of the Preparatory Corr.ui ttee or. the level of par!;icipation of 

those attending, that is to se.y, that it should be the highes~ leyel. I~ is 

important that formal and informal contacts be directly established among 

-~[_css who have a high deg;ree of responsibility in their respective countries 

in these delicate matters. Likewise, a high political level might give 

rise tc a dyr.amic: r'l.Pl:R.tP ir. which suggeRtions "\\ill 1:Je made for cpncrete 

negotiating subjects and r1ea~ures of self-control in disarmament. 

He expect to have a plan of action for disarmament which, besides 

containing a description of the prero;ent situation, will lay the basis for 

a mechanism which will lead us to ~he attainment of the aspiration for 

general and complete disarmament. 

Before concluding, allow me to utter a very personal hope. The 

irrationality of the situation I have described, which means that mankind 

can be annihilR.ted by use of only a part of the existing stockpiles, is a 

is a Iaradox tha-t 1Ti:l, 'ie hope, lead us to eliminate the threat to the work 

of the C':·eator. Because of cur vocation, we ~ust seek to build a better 

world through the use of our higher faculties. 

Mr. NUSEIBEH (Jordan): Mr. Chairr:an, as this is my first 

statement before this most irq:crtant Comm::.ttee, it is my privilege 

to extend tp you my most sincere congratulations on your election to your 

high office. It is also my duty to extend my best wishes to the other 

officers of the Comm~ttee and to wish them success in the performance of 

their difficult task. 

The question of disarmament is inseparable from the paramount iss~e 

of peace and war, which in our present-day ~~orld ~s no less than the survival 

of the human race and its habitat as we know them. It is, therefore, only 

the foolhardy who glosses over the questions relating to disarmament with 

complacent resignation, indifference and, ·t-~orst of all, with wilful derogation 

of their uppermost priority, by subjugating them to any higher priorities, 

motivations or objectives. 
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There are many reapons for these ambivalent, varying and manifestly 

contradictory attitudes. Foremost amongst them is a sense of over-confidence, 

amounting to conceit, on the ~art of ~olicy-makers and statesmen, with 

all due re~ect to them, that they are more calculating, more discerning, more 

rational and more moral than their ~redecessors of generations ~ast. If 

we scan recorded history, recent and past, which is our only concrete guide 

apart from hypothetical analysis, we find that external and internal wars 

have scourged almost every generation, every region, every segment of the 

human race. In this present century alone, great leaders have dragged 

their ~eople and others beyond into two devastating global wars; apd in 

between, into scores of more limited but terribly destructive <::ar". Were 

those earlier decision-makers pf lesser minds and stature than contemporary 

leaderships? The answer is no. 

Another reason for the complacency and ambivalence is the false belief 

that, in the post-nuclear erR, wars have become so terminal, so futil~ and with 

no bounty tp collect, that even contemplating them as an option is 

unthinkable. Thus, confidence has been vested in what are variously 

termed 11 th!= balance of fear, massive retaliation and other conceptual 

frameworks. 11 The flaw here is that insufficient allowance is made for 

intrinsic, and perhaps dif;ficult t0 alter instincts, passions and inbuilt 

weaknesses in human nature. Human nature and the pugnacious instinct wh~ch 

it comprises in varying degrees might conceivably alter in the long run. 

But in the. long run we shall all be dead; and this time perhaps the whole 

human race. There are nations which have succeeded in subduing their 

violent instincts and have undergone a mutation of consciousness towards 

the n::,::·e frierdly and gregarious instincts within th!=mselves and towards 

others. But such nations are generally not the rule. 

A third reascn is an inrate fear that unless a nation is ahead in 

rr:ilitary preraredness - either ahead, or at least in a ~osition of equivalence 

'ivjth a 'dOUld-be adversary - it HJ.st continue the unabating discov8ry of ne'i·J 

vlea~ons systems, or it 11ill go under. Here E.gain, rational thinldng should 

teach us that in fact the1·e is nothing to fear wore than fear itsc:lf. For 

th:! 1·ltimate secur:i.ty is the security of the grave, and. the instinctive 

hurnar impulse g~nerally choc·ses e)~istec~e over non-exister_ce. 
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I cannot imagine any nation relishing the thought of decimating 

hundreds of millions of people and making this planet unfit for habitation 

unless in a state of mental and emotional derangement, miscalculation of 

the other side's intentions, or patho19gical fear which psychologists are 

more qualified to treat than c~rsPlves. 

A further compounding factor in any discussion or action in the field 

of disarmament is the "devil theo;cy" which prevailed in the ~-9.30s in the 

aftermath of the first global war. It, in effect, placed a ccnsiderab.' ~ 

blame for that catastrophe upon the profit-seeking manufacturers of 

armaments and munitions, even though it wrought death and destruction ~fen 

uncounted millions and innumerable countries. 
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Although we should not exaggerate the reality of' this theory, vTe cannot 

dismiss it either, as we vratch in helpless consternation tcd.ay the expenditure 

of' close to ~~300 billion on wasteful armaments, thus considerably impeding 

the prospects of' creating the ne"\·7 economic order about which -we all talk, but 

do little ir..r"ef':•J. to bri ·"g abm:t. 

As the Secretary-General has stated in his report on the economic and 

social consequences of' the arms race, if' between the years 1970 and 1975 half 

the allocations f'or armaments in the world had b ... diverted to non-military 

production, the increased production in the civilian sector would have 

increased by $200 billion over what it -was. The $200 billion figure exceeds 

the total gross national product of' south-r;ast Asia and central Africa. 

v..Je all realize the close interrelationship in the industrialized countries 

between employment and arms production, and in research -where almost 25 per cent 

of' the scientists and ~lusP. to 40 per cent of' research expenditures are 

allocated f'or military purposes. 

But this can be rectified by changing the basic objectives and priorities, 

gradually but purposefully, at the highest echelons of' decis:i c·n-rne.king) 

anri prJmarily by the snper-Powtrs) vhich have it within their power 

to alter the fundamental orientation of' the kind of' v10rld that we -wish to live 

in and the means to achieve it. 

Any resolutions or aspirations that nations of' lesser capabilities may 

initiate or endorse would not amount to much more than moral persuasion. They 

would be real indicators of' what the vast masses of' humanity aspire to, but 

the ultimate responsibility f'or the fate of' the world and its continuance in 

peace and prosperity iB squarely on the shoulders of' the super-Powers, where 

it really rests, and the consequences of' their ultimate decisions "'vill be 

borne equally by all of' us without exception. 

Hhat I have said may scund like sermonizing, and to some, guided hy 

in1~rtia or otherwise, it rn"'y seem divested of the realities of present-L'ay 

lHe. So be it. But I still maintain that "\·That I have said is the truth 

anl the hard rtality of life, not necessarily as it exists today but as it 

shJuld exist if we are to learn at all frcm the catastrophes of preceding 

generaticns and the far "\'Torse catastrophes that inevitably lie in store for 

this generation and for future generations. 
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It is ·Hi th this in mind that I 1-rish to commend heartily President Carter's 

address before the General Assembly on 4 October 1977 in wl1ich he c;ave pride 

of place to the questions of disarmament, non-proliferation of nuclear weapons 

and other related issues of international peace and security. It is our earnest 

hope that these cxhL .. c:.l"L'.ting Pxpressiuns will find their i-ray :Lstr prr,r:til2al 

implementation. 

It is also i7ith this in mind that my Government supports the draft 

resolution on agenda item 127 (A/C.l/32/L.2) dated 4 October 1977 submitted 

by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics under the title ''Deepeninc; and 

consolidation of international detente and prevention of the danger of nuclear 
rr war . 

Detente and the prevention of the danger of nuclear 1var are closely and 

inseparably interrelated. There is 1-lidespread misapprehension of vhat detente 

means in the minds of many and, surprisingly, even amongst the kno>llede;eable 

and articulate. Detente, as we understand it, does not necessarily mean 

conformism, or even a confluence of views on all or even most of the issues 

that confront our turbulent vwrld. It simply means unity in diversity, a 

tolerance of the other side 1 s ideologies, systems and beliefs, ondJ in the 

final analysis, a renunciation of the use of war as an extension of diplomacy 

by other means, as diplomacy and war Vlere defined by von Clausewitz. But 

detente cannot be sustained indefinitely if certain people allo>v individual 

or isolated incidents and disagreements to undermine the spirit of detente 

and thus create situations 1-1here hostility replaces friendliness and co-operation 

and eventually becomes the order of the day. This 1-rould be a relapse to the 

cold 1-1ar era and an invitation to an even more heated arms race. 

Jvtr delegation welcomes the modest proc;ress that has so far been achieved 

in the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks and looks forward to further and more 

imaginative steps towards not only the renunciation on a reciprocal basis of 

the development of even more destructive 11eapon systems but also the prohibition 

of r..l.:cleDr-1-iE.npons tests, th-2 reduction of mwleAr 1-1eapons cmd, 2ventu.ally and 

ideally ,c;enero.l and complete discrn:aL2ent under strict and effectivP interr:nticnal 

control. 
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My delec;ation -v;elcomes, in particular, operative parac;raph 2 of the 

Soviet draft resolution which states: 
11 The nuclear--v1eapon States, in vievJ of their special responsibility 

as permanent members of the Security Council, should always exercise 

restraint in their mutual relations, shmv a willinc;ness to negotiaLe 

and settle differences by peaceful means, and do all in their poHer to 

prevent conflicts and situations >lhich could exacerbate international 

tension". (A/C .1/32/L. 2) 

I have underscored this last point because vle all realize full ·uell that 

acts of aggression, especially on a sub-global scale, cannot, unfortunately, 

be o'\:1li ten.', ted by conventions, resolutions e.nd pious hopes. There must therefore 

be a method for the resolution of such acts by effective means short of -vmr. 

This must have been, and indeed11ac, the rationale behind the creation 

of the Security Council as the ultimate guardian of world peace and securityand 

the me2.ns of bringinc; o.bout the removal of o.cts of aggression and threats to peace. 

But there has been an on-goirg erosion of the 11ill and prestige of the Council 

as the lav7 enforcement arm under the Charter and custodian of an orderly 

international situatioL. If this erosion uere allm-1ed to persist, for 11hatever 

reoson, the ac;grieved parties uould then,in despair, be left vith no avenue of 

rectification except that of struc;gling for the redemption of their usurped 

rights. 

It c;oes vJi thout saying that the Security Council, VTi th the overvJhelming 

support of the General Assembly and assuming that it acts in unity, particularly 

among its penJGnent members, and vith all the instrument of 

implementation as set out in Chapter VII of the Charter, has it ·11ithin its 

power and jurisdiction to enforce any resolution or solution against any 

recalcitrant State. The reason 11hy there is so much disenchantment vlith the 

United Nations amongst the victims of blatant aggression is precisely that they 

knov that the Security Council can act, and act irresistibly, but has allowed 

itself, for lacl~ of vJill, not to act, thus reducing its status to that of yet 

another debating society. 
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Thus the Security Council and the manner in 'vhich it fulfils its sacred 

trust have a great deal to do with international peace and security, the non-use 

of force in the settlement of disputes and regional \-Tars, which in many instances 

threaten to escalate to vorldwide dlmensions. Here again, the Security Council 

~an only discha1·ge its rer:;ponsibilities in an atmosphere of detent~. Its absence 

would simply r -rol;-:::;e the Council as it has on many occasions in the past. 

President Carter, in his speech to the United Nations, which was almost 

universally acclaimed, laid great emphasis upon the consequences of the 

proliferation of nuclear weapons in the years ahead. MY delegation could not 

agree more ui th his assessment and does not doubt his profound good'Hill, but 

I feel it my duty to speak candidly and without mincing words about this very 

grave issue. 

The General Assembly has endorsed the declaration of the African Hef1ds of 

State pertaining to a nuclear-free zone. South Africa seems to ignore 

that declaration. Jordan has endorsed the establishment of a non-nuclear zone 

in South Asia and Latin America, in accordance with GAr.eral Assembly resolutions. 

\Te also support all efforts being made concerning the proposed declaration of 

the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace. 

Likewise Jordan has signed the international Treaty pertaining to the 

non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, as have indeed all the other Arab States. 

Fe supported the GenerRl Assembly resolution cor:.cerning a nuclear-free zone 

in the Midd-;_e East. Israel abstained on the resolution and has not acceded to 

the international nuclear non-proliferation Treaty. Since 1975 Jordan has also 

been a signatory to the Treaty banning the development and stockpiling of other 

lethal \-Tea1]>ons in the bacteriological and biolcgicaJ fields. 

The question no"H arises, as I am sure members will agree, hoH can a zone, 

any zone, be a nuclear-free zone if that is not agreed by all the parties in the 

zone, particularly in areas of actual or potential conflict? Does it not make 

of all such agreements a farce amounting to deception? No nation in the Horld 

vieHs with acquiescence a situation in which its entire survival is exposed to 

such mortal and irretrievable destruction. I raised this very issue before 

this Ccrr~ittee last yeAr. The reply of the Isre.eli representative wBs that 

the matter should be the subject of agreements and negotiations between the 

parties. 
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I maintain that such grave issues are not the concern solely of the pRrties 

in any region but should be the concern of the international community in its 

entirety. Hhen President Carter talked about proliferation his approach vras 

international and not regional, as it surely must be. 

Hhen in 1963 I signed in Mosco-vr on behr;lf 0f my Government the first 

partial test-ban Treaty, my Government acted without negotiating with anybody, 

and that was the case with other internationAl instruments on the sub,ject. The 

motivation vras our recognition of our duty to ensure the welfare and survival 

of humanity, even tt.ough, I can assure the Committee, my Government hRd inside and 

reliable knowledge connected with nuclear activities in Daimona as far back as 

1964-65. Indeed, we had legitimately requested the then Secretary of State, 

Mr. Dean Rusk, to order an investigation, and the results corroborated the 

information which vre had gathered. 

At present the mass media and intelligence sources tell us that Israel, 

by plutonium hijacking, regular visits by experts from advanced countries and 

other means, possesses somewhere between 15 and 150 nuclear bombs. I cannot 

vouch for the accuracy of the figures and most probably they are somewhat on 

the inflated sic,e, bu.t just in caRe they are Ftc curate may I propose tha.t instead 

of wasting their time negotiating with us it would be more appropriate for 

Israel to join the Strategic Arms LimitFtion Talks and co@nit itself to a 

reducti.or. o:::· its massive nuclear arsenal. 

If my suggestion sounds as if it were made in jest, the problem is an 

extremely grave one all the same. All those countries which posses3 no nucleAr 

deterrents and are asked, and rightly, not to participate in proliferation 

are entitled to seek and publicly obtain unequivocal assurances from the 

super-Pvwers that under no circumstances will they allow such a holocaust to 

happen to their people and serve a prior vrarning to this effect. 

If this is not done, then it is merely a matter of time and money before 

every nation in jeopardy finds it is compelled to hedge to protect itself. 

vThat then will become of the grandiose plan for non-proliferation within the next 

decade or two? I regret to state that the answer can only be frightening and 

tragic. 
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I -vrish to acknowledge the exemplary work of the Preparatory Committee 

for the special session of the General .ll,ssembly during the coming spring 

to VTorl\: out an over-all strategy for dealing with the question of general 

disarmarrBnt. I am not suggesting that this will prove an over-all panacea 

in this connexion but Rt least it will be a timely starting point for the 

achievement of the ultimate objective. 

I ·Fish to L~onclude my statement in the general debate by quoting the late 

Professor Einstein - or perhaps misquoting, because I do not remember his exact 

1wrds. As I recall it, someone asked the dj_stinguished scientist and sage in 

Princeton -vrhat type of arms he thought vTOuld be deployed in a third vror il var 

His prompt reply vras: "I cannot ans-vrer your question abm;_t the third wnrld war, 

but. I car. ansuer it on the fourth vrorld uar - it Hill be l'lxes, shovels and rockstone. 

Mrs. THORSSON (S-vreden): Mr. Chairman, the Swedish delegation, speaking 

for the first time in this Committee, vrould like to assure you of its great 

,3atisfaction at seeing you in the Chair. As far as our vrork for 

disarmament is concerned, this thirty-second session of the General A':;sembly, 

taldng place half a year before the special session devoted to disarmarr.ent, 

is of particular importance. lle are confident that with your ability and 

experience you vrill be able to conduct our vrorl\: at this session to a successful 

end. He also direct our congratulations and felicitations to all the other 

0fficers of the Committee. 

It is my convinced opinion that there is not very much of that precious 

commodity, time, available to us for achieving the necessary results ir: our 

disarmament negotiations. These results are urgently needed in order to show to 

the peoples of the world that He are serious, that ve have the neeessary political 

vrill, that vTe are intent on finally achieving something and that we are 

contributing Hhatever qualities wa may possess to efforts to that end. 

The main reason for this feeling of immense urgency is, in my view, the 

greF+. speed at which military technology is moving far ahead of any progress 

that we may be able to make in arms control and arms limitation. The unrestrained 
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development of military research a:J.d d~veloprr.ent is, in tbe vie"' of the Swedish 

Government, one of the main roots of our present deeply felt and iiell founded 

concern at the slow pace so far of progress in international disarmament te.:J..ks. 

vle shall have to bridge the gap between the speed of research and development 

advance and that of reaching arms limitation agreements, if prospects of human 

survival are to have a fair chance of success. 

The special session of the United Nations General Assembly devoted to 

dis armament, to be convened in l'l li tt.le more than half a yeer from nou, is expected 

by a rapidly growing number of people around the world to provide an opportunity 

for new approaches to this taru~, which must not be lost. 
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Since 'lve last met in this Committee, estimates l'lrc tLct <::: :;,'c 

$400 billion will have flown into armaments; 4oo,ooo man years will have been 

spent in search of new ways and means for destroying mankind - methods that 

~ would be more efficient than the forty-fcld death which colJ.ld already today be 

avTaiting each one of us. 

We lmow that the United States and the Soviet Union are estimated to 

account for 70 per cent of all military outlays. The most alarming feature 

in their role in world armaments is their intense pursuit of military research 

and development activities, ensuring a continual qualitative up~rading of 

the arsenals - a so-called vertical arms race of unabated force. Even noH, 

the strategic nuclear arsenals of the two Powers are of enormous proportions. 

I need hardly quote the well-known figures: some 12,000 or more independently 

targetable strategic nuclear warheads, tens of thousands of tactical 

nuclear weapons. 

And yet, in spite of this, some >':3 to 30 billion dolla:-s i..n _pn'ulic funds are 

allocated yearly to military research and development purposes. To remind 

us of the full dimension of this issue, a few other figures must be 

recalled, hawever. Some 95 per cent of all present research and development 

resources of the world are located in the industrialized countries. At 

least 40 per cent of the most qualified scientific and technological manpower 

d:.:v0~~s -~'Js skills and energy to bringing the military machines to further 

perfection. Of that manpower the United States of America and the Soviet Union 

account for the major part. 

The so-called vertical arms race involves successive technological 

breakthroughs and continuing technological developments, leading to the need 

for new doctrines and strategies in the defence system of the power blocs. 

The political momentum behind this qualitative development is the equally 

strong desire on both sides to maintain a strategic balance. But considerations 

of security policy are only part of the forces driving the race of 

technolorr,y. Other factors may be even stronger. Over time, an apparently 

self-propelling force of great momentum has developed. 
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The arms race has now reached a point where the mere suspici::m of 

a new technological exploitation by a potential enemy stimulates in 

the opposite party renewed scientific efforts aimint:; at catching up 

with, and surpassing, even imaginative technological feats. New 

technological systems are initiated unilaterally, as new trumps in the 

game of negotiation. Once r.r ry I·G'e i.ni.ti.ated, it };>TOVPR oftPn i:rnlJ~>SGi.11c: to 

RVe>i.d their being deve 1 'J:red, beyond the req uirerr.ents e>f llP<;-.:.>t i.at i. em, 

into a full new weapons system. 

Let me broaden the perspective for a moment. He live in a world where 

nevl weapons tend to search for new tasks and where new weapons lead to 

development of new counter-weapons. In the strategic debate it is often 

contended that this development is necessary, unlimited, uncontrollable 

and legitimate. But this is definitely not the case. A grave warning 

against this crudely simplified view has to be constantly voiced. Such 

a view breeds general scepticism and becomes easily a self-fulfilline; prophecy. 

Should it be allowed to dominate it would also be necessary in our view to 

question the value of declarations of intent which are strewn on the road of 

disarmament. If the gospel o+.· inevitability were allowed to prevail in the 

thinking of Governments in crucial periods of decision, the real value of the 

few agreements of disarmament which we have seen achieved so far would have 

to be examined closely again. But in fact the thesis of inevitability 

is neither legitimate nor bound by destiny. 

Let me formulate e 1uestion directed against the attitude of scepticism 

and surrender to which I 1-lave just referred. What tells us that each new 

weapon consolidates the military balance between the leading Powers? vfuat 

tells us that each new counter-weapon provides improved security to these 

Powers and to the rest of the world? Is not in fact the answer rather this: 

far too easily each development of a new weapon, or a new weapon system, 

and each military build-up within a certain reston lead away from a situation 

which the parties formerly may have perceived as a tolerable balance. 

Therefore I ask again, who charts the direction in v1aters where accurate 

navigation is impossible? Often the immediate impact of each new development 
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in the arms race l;nnnot be foreseen. But in the 1 itsht of acceleratinc; 

weapons techn,ology the following end r~sult can be foreseen. Each nevi 

balance of forces which is established on a higher level of armaments 

presents new risks, creates new apprehensions and provokes unforeseable 

reactions in the long-range defence planninG; of one or the other 

protagonist in the continuing arms race. 

Our own position in these matters is clear. In our view these risks 

face us constantly and are constantly increasing. There is no reason to 

be astonished that smaller countries, with 1 imited military resources, ask 

themselves these questions and bring them out into the international debate to 

the ~reatest of their ability and with all the force that they can muster. 

Their own security is concerned. This is so, irrespective of the motives 

and drivinc; forces behind the arms race, irrespective of the forms in which 

the leading military Powers pursue their own security in the shadow of 

the balance of terror. 

Let me also add that the security of smaller countries is directly 

concerned even if their information is i_ncc;rrlpletc regarding weapon systems 

which they cannot develop themselves, which they do not want to have 

and which they do not desire to see developed close to their own frontiers. 

Besides,I need only mention the SALT I treaty rec;arding anti-ballistic missile 

systems in order to exemplify the awareness of the United States and the 

Soviet Union regarding the risk inherent in new weapon systems. 

vle ':tll still 1 i ve in the era of the balance of terror. That is an 

undeniable fact. But that is no reason to desist from expressing deep 

concern at the development of new weapons or from pursuing energetically the 

work of disarmament. On the contrary it is the awareness of the risks 

linked to the balance of terror which explains the international interest 

that apprehensions be expressed and that they be brought to influence 

the development as far as possible. 
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The roles are different in the era of the balance of terror. He do 

not escape that fact either. But again that is v1hy it is important to keep 

one thine in mind. It is certainly not the scope of a country's military 

resources which finally decides its stand as reeards the Global dangers 

or regional manifestations of the arms race. This point is valid in the case 

of Europe where we are aware of the highest concentration in the world 

of conventional forces and arsenals of nuclear weapons. This point is valid 

also for any other region of the world where arms sustain tension or 

where tensions sustain the build-up of armaments. Naturally, however, all 

countries gain experience from the problems specific to their own region. 

In Sweden the perspective of a continuous further development of the already 

enormous military resources of the blocs cannot fail to raise serious 

concerns, whether the build-up is one of strategic nuclear weapons, tactical 

nuclear weapons or conventi01nl forces. 
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Let tt~c E:;mphasize that these concerns do not only refer to the 

quall tati ve side of the arms race. The competition bet-vreeu new vreapons 

ar:d nc>r cuunter-ITE8l)Ons is only one side of the question. There is e.l.so 

an important quantitative aspect. This is the filling out} by <:uanti ty, of 

what i.s perceived as deficiencies in performance of all 1reapons or weapons 

systems. According to a common line of thinking) considerations of the 

total military balance require at a given moment certain new measures of 

qualitative build-up. Another argument - recognizable from more than one 

disarmament negotiation - claims that consideration for this total military 

balance makes it impossible to even out a numerical superiority of forces 

vbich one side may dispose of locally. Such arguments may easily be 

understood to have some sort of universal validity if they are never 

contradicted. Silence and acceptance in this context strengthen those 

factors which tend to prolong political tension and work against a 

deepening of co-operation betvv-een different countries. 

Deterrence is an ambivalent 1wrd which can be used 1-ri th different 

meanings. If deterrence) in the specific strategic meaning of the concept} 

is to be fully effective it requires a built-in measure of risks and 

uncertainties} it is often said. 

Eut the post-war international debate and the treaties on crisis 

control and prevention of nuclear ~Jars} concluded behreen the leading 

military Povrers J have clearly shown that this thesis does not exhaust 

the discussion. Nuclear ~Jeapons may also become so manageable that 

they unleash a conflict instead of helpine; to deter it. Especially 

if the permanence of considerable forces ~Jithin a region constitutes a 

breeding ground for political tension and lingering suspicion. This is 

also deeply felt by a broad vrorld opinion. This is a political fact 

vrhich has left its imprint on the post-~Jar debate concerning nuclear 

weapons and relations of forces} including lately the debate on the 

neutron bomb. 
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The reason for the deep preoccupation of public opinion is natural. 

People outside the territories of the super-Powers shrinl~ back at the 

prospect that their own territory could become the target area of a 

military conflict between the super-Powers. This reaction is natural, 

not only, but certainly not least, for people living in the densely 

populated countries of Europe. This instinctive reaction of the human 

mind can never be pushed aside by the argument that it is the strategic 

realities alone which count: that only they should 1reigh in the balance 

of decision-making. Let me underline again that public opinion is a 

political reality. An active public opinion is also a precondition in 

the long run for a deepened dialogue between countries with different 

economic and social systems, as w·ell as a starting point for intensified 

efforts in the field of arms control. For as far as the fears and hopes 

of ordinary men and women are concerned the neutron weapon remains a weapon 

which kills people but leaves buildings untouched. 

For most people it also seems obvious and at the same time terrifying that 

the pursuit of security - a concept which often eludes exact analysis -

pushes the leading military Powers to a continuous development of all 

those weapons which science permits. 

Another reality to keep in mind is of course that the access of 

other countries to information about the results of technological 1-reapon 

developments is highly different depending on 1vhich side is concerned and 

on the role of secrecy in the social and economic systems of different 

countries. 

Not least for countries lvhich, as in the case of 8-vreden, have long 

since refrained from the possession of nuclear weapons, it is Latural to 

study closely the nuclear doctrines of the super-Powers. All nuclear 

1veapons are totally unacceptable for us in the disarmament perspective 

'ivhich we apply. This applies to small weapons with reduced collateral 

damage. Naturally it applies equally to larger and stronger tactical 

nuclear -vv-arheads. Our position is not changed by the way in which the 

prevailing doctrines are being expressed. In one case the doctrine may 
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be to use one or a few warheads only in a situation vThere deterrence has 

failed; in another case, to use a number of large warheads over densely 

populated countries in Europe regardless of how a fateful nuclear conflict 

starts. 

For countries outside the military alliances the ultimate intentions 

in their planning for the use of nuclear weapons is naturally unknown. 

But they are informed enough to know that the disarmament perspective 

is and must be global when it concerns nuclear weapons. Naturally, each 

country also draws its lessons from its own immediate neighbourhood and 

follm-rs developments in that area closely. Therefore, the neutron 

ueapon, vrhich is only the latest example of the development of 

technologically advanced weapons in the competition betv1een the two 

super-Powers after the Second H'orld Har, is unacceptable to us, and so 

are all other nuclear weapons. 

Therefore, we underline - and we shall continue to do so as 

forcefully as we can - the special responsibility of the super-Powers, 

to limit the nuclear arms race through concrete measures. Thereby, they 

can actively help to reduce the risks of further proliferation of 

nuclear weapons. 

The security of each and every nation may be directly influenced 

by the way in which the leading military Powers choose to guarantee their 

ovm safety on the global as well as the regional level. \lhen these 

Powers, the super-Powers, recall the principle of undiminished security 

for themselves, the result must not be diminished security for smaller 

countries. This is a reality which should not be hidden. 

It is an important rule to distinguish between the means by which 

a goal is reached and the goal itself. But the means chosen may 

influence the goal. Smaller countries cannot ahrays share the views 

of the super-Powers on the ways in which to proceed in order to solve 

the fateful problems of the arms race and to exploit fully the real 

possibilities of disarmament. 
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After these remarks on principle, remarks to which the Swedish 

Government attaches considerable importance, let me pass to some thoughts 

on current disarmament issues. 

The multilateral disarmament efforts have, as I said earlier, been 

given a forceful stimulus by the decision to convene a special session 

of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament, giving the United Nations 

an opportunity of taking effective action with respect to one of the most 

complex and difficult problems it has to face. I should like to emphasize 

by repetition that this opportunity must not be los~ as has been the case 

at several critical moments in the past. ~lhen preparing ourselves for the 

special session we must keep in mind the considerable risk for a loss of 

credibility of present multilateral disammament negotiations which a 

failure of the sessi0n would entail. Such an awareness will no doubt 

serve to guide the preparations in such a way as to ensure a successful 

outcome of the session. 

The Svredish Government, for its part, notes with satisfaction the 

progress of the prepa~atory work so far, and appreciates the spirit of 

co-operation which has characterized the three sessions of the Preparatory 

Committee which have taken place until now. This augurs well for the 

next, and much more difficult, stage of substantive negotiations which will 

start at the fourth session of the Committee in January. We will try to 

make an as active and useful contribution as possible in this work. 
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Certain fundamental concepts stand out, in our view, when attempting to 

visualize the structure and content of the final texts to be adopted by the 

session. I am thinking above all of the urgent need to deal effectively 

with the problems represented by the nuclear arms race. The dangers inherent 

in the rapid conventional arms build-up in many regions of the world must 

also be recognized and a. serious international discussion started ne>w em 

how to find ways to resolve the underlying problems in order to prevent them 

from becoming still more serious. Finally, a constructive approach must be 

taken to the long-debated issue of how to relate efforts in the field of 

disarmament to the enorcous needs cf ecorcomic and social develop:::nent, 

particularly in the deveh)ping countries. 

The nuclear-weapon States, and particularly the two leading Powers, 

carry an undeniable and tremendous responsibility for the initiation of the 

global process of disarmament which has eluded us for so many years. The 

possessio~ by those two St&te~ of nuclear weapons sufficient to destroy the 

human race, its civilization and physical environment is evidence enough of 

the particular responsibility which the international community undoubtedly 

will wish to see recognized in an appropriate way at the special session. 

Real progress in the current Stratetic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) 

negotiations between the United States and the Soviet Union which would show in 

a sufficiently clear way the determination of those two States to strive 

energetically towards nuclear disarmament would contribute substantially to 

the atmosphere at the session. We firmly telieYe that collective security 

can be reached at successively lower levels of armament. \'e hcpe that 

spirit will prevail in those complex and difficult negotiations. The 

prestige that is now customarily attached to the possession of nuclear 

weapons will then also fortL:nately diminish. 

The SWedish Government welcomes the fact that at long last substantive 

negotiations have started with regard to the comprehensive nuclear test ban, 

since for years it has -.1ecn cnc of the t¥70 h-L:'~,-pricrity i tcrr.s ::::n the a:~enda of the 

Conference of the Committee on Disarmament ( CCD ). A comprehensive tes-c 

ban is a. necessary step on the way to nuclear disarmament. The current 

trilateral talks between the United States, the Soviet Union and the United 

Kingdom should, as soon as possible, be transformed into concrete multilateral 
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negotiatjons in the CCD with the aim of presenting to the special session 

a draft treaty capable cf winning broad support. 

The Swedish delegation in the CCD, in view of its long-standing 

involvement in the comprehensive test-ban issue, put fon;ard a dr:-,ft 

comprehensive test-ban treaty during the spring session of the CC"D. The 

purpose of our initiative was to stimulate discussion on the matter and 

to identify certain ideas which could contribute to a solution of central 

problems. We were pleased to receive many comments on our text, and we 

hope that the debate in the CCD which followed has served a useful purpose 

in clarifying and, I hope, indicating realistic solutions to the outstanding 

issues of negotiations. In this context, the rapid progress in the work of 

the CCD seismic expert group is also a source of satisfaction to us. !-, 

global network of monitoring stations for a comprehensive test-ban treaty now 

seems to be within reach. 

Nuclear disarmament should be seen also as a key in the critical battle 

against proliferation of nuclear weapons to additional States. If today, 

nine years after its conclusion, the best available instrument of non

proliferation - the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NFT) -

is still not universally adhered to and its viability is called into question, 

it is to a considerable extent due to the fact that the nuclear-weapon States parties 

to the Treaty are still reluctant to accept what we, the non-nuclear-weapon States, 

see as the full consequences of their accession to it. 

Those nuclear-weapon States must give concrete evidence that they take 

seriously their treaty obligations and solemn pledges to pursue negotiations 

in good faith on effective measures of disarmament to be taken at an early date. 

I hJVe already said that the two leading nuclear Powers must start a process 

of gradual eradication of nuclear weapons; otherwise there will be no balance 

in the fulfilment of the obligations undertaken in the Treaty by nuclear

weapon States, on the one hand, and non-nuclear-weapon States, on the other. 

In this connexion, I wish to take up the matter of security guarantees 

to non-nuclear-weapon States. We have stated many times that, in our view, 

Security Council resolution 255 (1963) cannot be regarded as a realistic 

answer to requests for security guarantees. ~ Government favours a general 
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pledge by the nuclear-weapon States parties to the non-proliferation Treaty 

not to use nuclear weapons and not to threaten to use them against non

nuclear-vmapon Stntes which are parties to that Treaty and not members 

of a military alliance possessing nuclear weapons. 'That is what we call a 

negative guarantee. We must also act in other ways to further the idea 

of non-proliferation. 

I wish to recall the strong Swedish hope that all States accept 

comprehensive International Atomic J:i;nergy Agency (Ii1E1\) safe,2;uards on their 

nuclear energy activities - and I would like to emphasize "all States". 

Thus, it is a matter of national policy that permission for nuclear exports 

to nc•-nuclear-weapon States can be considered by the Swedish Government 

only if they have ratified the Non--Proliferation Treaty or have otherwise 

accepted IAEA safeguards that are at least equally comprehensive. As a 

party to the Non-Proliferation Treaty, we have accepted to apply the same 

rule with regard to our own nuclear imports. 

Behind that policy lies the conviction that nuclear arms proliferation 

would endanger the national security cf all States, developed and developing, 

nuclear-weapon and non-nuclear-weapon States alike. Against that background 

it is, in the Swedish view, clearly in the interest of all States to make 

their active contribution to international efforts aimed at minimizing 

those risks. 

The future of nuclear power as a source of energy is surrounded by 

important uncertainties. In Sweden fundamental reassessment of the role 

of nuclear power is now in progress. 

In any decisions between various technical alternatives in the field 

of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes, non-proliferation considerations, 

environmental concerns and safety aspects are elements which must all be 

taken into account. Sweden supports the initiative for an international 

nuclear fuel cycle evaluation. Sweden actively participated in the 

international nuclear fuel cycle evaluation organizing conference in 

Washington last month and intends to make its contribution to this evaluation. 

In this context we also wish to stress the impact of the development of new 

energy sources as alternatives to nuclear power. A wider choice of solutions 

to national energy problems would be advantageous also from a non-proliferation 

point of view. 
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Before turning to the problems of the conventional weapons, I wish to stress 

the importance we attach to the ongoing bilateral dialogue between the 

United States and the Soviet Union vli th regard to the pro hi pi tion of the 

production, development and stockpiling of chemical weapons. Thip is, as 

we all know, the second of the two high pricrity items of the CCD. We hope 

that this dialogue soon 1-1ill be transformed into multilateral negotiations 

in the CCD with the aim of registering substan;tial progress towards an 

international agreement at the special session. 

The importance of the subject has prompted me to d>,ls-~1.. at length on 

the problems represented by nuclear weapons. At the same time, we cannot 

close our eyes to the conventional arms race, which consumes approximately, 

So per cent of the resources now devoted to military purposes in the world. 

The pace of the conventional arms build-up in many parts of the world 

has been greatly increased by the rapid advancement of military technology 

and ext~nsive international arms transfers, involving ever more sophisticated 

1veapons. Apart from the increasing risks for armed con~lict which are 

inherent in this situation, it is most alarming that ~nor~ous r~sources in 

this way ~re drawn from the efforts for economic and social progress in 

the world. All States, and in carticular the arms producirg co).mtries, 

must shoulder their responsibility to halt this dangerous trend. The 

special session should seriously ~onsider this issue and decide on 

specific measures to deal with it. 

Let me now take up the )Tiatter of ~inki_ng disarmament efforts wi;th 

economic and social progress. The problem at hand is truly enormous. The 

rnagr_i b.de of the total world military expenditures estimated accordind to 

various sources a;t between l50 and 4co 'ill~on dollars annually, cannot be grasped 

by the human mind. ~mat is clear is that even fractions of the sums 

involved could meet the basic needs of the poorest peoples of the world. 

The non-aligned summit meeting in Colombo in August 1976 addressed 

itself to this glaring discre0ancy in the use of scarce resources ''lhen it 

declared, inter alia, th2t the arms race is inconcictent with efforts aimed 

at achieving the new international economic order. 
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The relationship between disarmament and development has indeed been 

considered by the General Assembly many times· As a result of General 

Assembly resolutions,. several studies have been undertaken by the United 

Nations in this field. Begrettab~y) this work has so far not led to any 

tangible results. The calls by the General Assembly for a reallocation 

of resources released through disarmament to economic and social development 

purppses, particularly in the developing countries, have yet to be acted 

upon. ~·he special sessicn offers a most welcome opportunity to review this 

subject in its totality and pave the way for increased efforts to achieve 

concrete reallocation measures. 

In order to develop a basis for decisions on such measures, it is 

clear that a further iG-depth analysis of the relationship between 

disarmament and development is necessary. This ~eali~aticn motivated the 

delegations of Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden to put forward in tbe 

Preparatory Committee for the special session a working paper entitled 

nDisa;nnament ?.nd Development: Proposals for a United Nations Study" 

(A/AC.l87/8o). The Preparatory Committee has recommended that the Gen~re~ 

Assembly initiate the proposed study and that the terms of reference apd 

other aspects of the study be determined by the special session itself. 

My delegation is currently participating in informal discussions on 

the text of a draft resolution in this matter, aiming at providing the 

special session with the best possible pasis for taking its final decision 

on the initiation of th~ proposed study. I will not go into the details of 

the thinking of the sponsors of the draft resolution, which will be 

developed by my colleague from Norway at a later stage of our deliberations. 

Suffice it to say that the study should be clearly oriented towards 

providing a. ground-work for political action in a given situation of 

disarmament. 'I'he study should further be started as soon as ppssible after 

the special session and be concluded within two to three years. 

I have discuss~d some of the substantive matters which will come before 

the special session. I will now take up rather briefly a few other matters, 

primarily of an organizational nature, to which we attach particular importance. 
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The favourable development set in motion through the review of the role 

of the Unit~d Nations in the field of disarmament in 1976 should be allowed 

to continue. The newly established United Nations Centre for Disarmament 

should be given 9dequate resources to be able to fulfil its increasing 

responsibilities. Particular attention should be given to the valuable 

contributions which the centr2 can makf" with regard to studies and information 

activities in the field of disarmament. The first, United Nations Disarmament 

Yearbook is an excellent example in this connexion. I should further like 

to take the opportunity of mentioning that my delegation is pursuing 

informal consultations on the text of a draft resolution on the publication 

of a disarmament periodical, which would present in highly, readable form 

current facts and developments in the field of disarmament. This idea was, 

accepted in principle by the Ad Hoc Committee to which I referred recently. 

It is obvious that the special session must pay special attention to the 

institutional mech9nism needed to ~romcte disarme~ent efforts at the 

multilateral level. =:t seems clear to us that two different types of organs 

would be required, that is, a negotiating body with limited membership and 

a forum, at the highest political level comprising all Members of the United 

Nations,. The actual situation today corresponds roughly to this general 

concept. This does not mean that there would be no room for improvem~nts; 

on the contrary, several measures can be contemplated in this context. 

The CCD should in our view be more closely linked to the United Nations. 

A first step has been made by the decision to c~rculate widely to delegations 

in New York the relevant documents of that body. Further, the possibilities 

for Member States of the United Nations to fo~_low and, in a manner r;~hich do2s 

not detract from the interests, of efficiency, also to influence the work 

of the CCD should be increased. 

Certain changes can also be made in the organization and procedures 

of the CCD itself. This is of course mainly a matter for the CCD itself 

to consider. I can by way of example mention here that the Swedish delegation 

to the CCD has pursued the idea of substituting the present co-chairmenship 

institution with a formula which would be more in keeping with the present 

1~imes. 
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It is evident that the follow-up pf the decisions and recommendations 

of the special session will be crucial. We have proposed that a second 

special session of the General Assembly, devoted to disarmament should be 

convened after a period of 3 to 5 years. We believe that such a decision 

would be very helpful in securing a continuous attention. at the highest 

possible political level to the need for concrete action. If this approach 

is accepted, it seems natural that the declaration to be adopted by the 

special session next year would formulate broad general principles to 

guide the work of the international community in the field of disarmament, 

whilst the foreseen programme of action would be gear~d to specific steps 

that could be taken before the second special sess~on. 

I have finally arrived at my concluding words. Let it truly be said: 

we stand cnthe threshold of what can be shown to be a new era of meaningful 

talks on disarmament, in a world which yearns not for more military force 

but for decency, co~passion and common sense in relatiopships between 

peoples and nations. We must not lose this opportunity. Let us move 

forward, with determination, towards the goal that is now in sight. 
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Mr. RAMPHUL (Mauritius): The 1970s have been proclaimed as the 

Disarmament Decade. Tv7o-thirds through that decade, it is already possible 

to begin to take stock. This period has been characterized by a consolidation 

of detente among the main protagonists in the arms race and ily the adcrpti.o11 of a 

numbf?J' of partial aGreements - bilateral and multilateralL - on the limitation of 
I 

armar.1ents. The Helsinki Conference on Security and Co-cperation in Europe ·Fas 

of particular importance for the consolidation of detente. But these results 

have been far from sufficient to turn or even to stem to tide of the arms 

race. It is already apparent that the Disarmament Dedade is not likely to 

produce the results hoped for, and that in planning for the next decade the 

reasons for tr.a t failure 1vill have to be considered carefully, for there C"an 

be no relaxation of effort. Genuine and substantial disarmament, particularly 

nuclear disarmament, and especially of those countries whose military arsenals 

and military budgets are the most massive, remains 8 task of the ,c;rcatest 

urgency. All countries and Government-s share responsibility for taking 

effective action to halt and reverse the arms race so that genuine security 

can be achieved and one of the main hindrances to social and economic progress 

can be remcveo . 

Several years ago, in the face of the lack of meaningful progress in 

disarmament negotiations and of the ever spiralling arms race, I expressed 

the view that it might be useful to address some basic questions regarding 

the arms race and disarmament in order to overcome the deadlock in which 

disarmament negotiations found themselves. That conviction of my delegation 

has been strengthened by the conclusions of the recently published report 

of the Secretary-General on the economic and social consequences of the arms 

race and of military expenditures. 

The forces behind an ever-expanding arms race and the intense development 

and exploitation of technology for military purposes cannot be accounted for 

simply in terms of action-reaction processes or of the apprehension created 

in each country by the military programmes of others. As the arms race 

expands in the direction of ever ereater reliance on advance technology and 

draus into its orbit ever ne1-1 sectors of society, a number of ne-w mechanisms 

set in v7hich tend to perpetuate the race, if not to accelerate it. The sheer 

logic of technological innovation, the fact that one cannot afford to leave 
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any avenue unexplored, and the i.nr1ustri.al imperative and other long-term 

implications have already been mentioned in this Committee over the years. 

A number of other factors have been proposed in explanation of the blind momentum 

and the vast scale that characterize the present arms race. In addition to 

a variety of more or less explicit political and military motivations 

applicable to individual cases, a number of domestic factors may be involved. 

Their importance obviously depends on the precise circumstances. Jn some 

instances, the armed forces have been expanding mainly in response to internal 

strains and have served to uphold the social order in the face of mounting 

opposition or profound divisions in society. Another factor is the inertia 

inherent in institutions once the,y are established and consolidated and 

in the coalitions of interests which may develop among the armed forces, 

industry, sectors of the scientific and technological professi.ons and 

political and administrative apparatuses. He recall that President Eisenhmier 

spoke about the military-industrial complex. 

A thorough understanding of these different processes that sustain the 

arms race and determine its orientation is, of course, an essential 

prerequisite if political action is to turn the tide. Each of them dtrectl;r 

points to forces that may impede progress to-vrards disarmament. So far, h~Mever, 

these \_, tfferent pYocesses are, on tr.e -vrhole, poorly understood. One important 

reason is that the same factors and combinations of factors are not at -vrork 

every-vrhere. There are evidently c;reat differences between the countries 

arc technolo'·:tcally aheao i.n the arms race and the countri.es VJh i.ch are c;radually 

beinG drawn along, bet-vreen countries with di_fferent soclo~econcmi.c systems, 

and so forth. If effective progress towards disarmament is to be achieved, 

it -vrould clearly be insufficient to rec;ard the arms race as merely an 

action-reaction phenomenon, and disarmament as simply a question of political 

will at the hic;hest decision-maldng levels. The arms race is not only becoming 

more dangerous, it is also becoming more complex and more firmly entrenched. 

It is sustained by a variety of forces acting toc;ether, and it must be expected 

that to remove one of them is not sufficient to reverse its course. In fact, 

it may be assumed that it is not one or several factors but precisely their 

multiplicity that confers upon the arms race its great inertia and has rendered 
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it so intractable from the point of vie;r of disarmament, •.li th any llmi ted 

successes in one field tending to be offset very quicl:ly by developments in 

other sectors of the arms race. 

Against this bacl~:ground, I invite anevr the attention of the members of 

this Committee to this fundamental question, and I formally propose that tlle 

Secretary-General undertal;:e, v7i th the assistance of qualified experts appointed 

by him, a study -:Jf the arrrs race an.d -:Jf the fact·;::,rs that sc;st8 tn tt, 11 i tb a 

vie1v to enablinc; this and other bodies to approach the issue 1·7i th a ,~reater 

chance of success. 

Froc;ress towards cl i.sarmament 'dill require systematic co-ordination and 

plannin(S, 11i th the participation of all States. On the one hand, this points 

to the need for more effective ,.,;:-c:_-rcs, =.t trc ·>tcrrc:_<~i.or=l :;_ . .:_vc:, for 

information, research and evaluation on questions of disarmament so as to 

enable all Member States - not only the largest or the most advanced - to 

obtain effective insight and to talce initiatives in questions of disarmament. 

On the other hand, the United Nations - and, first of all, its plenary orc;an, 

the General Assembly, whose task it is to harmonize the efforts of States in 

the attainment of their common goals - should be able to fulfil its role of 

over-all guidance in the field of disarmament more effectively than it has been 

able to do in the past. 

These and some other issues were discussed last year under the item 

entitled, 11 StrenGthening of ttc role of the United Nations in the field of 

disarmamentrr. Nmv, I am pleased to note that, pursuant to the decision adopted 

last year, the first issue of the Disarmament Yearbook has been published by 

the United Nations Centre for Disarmament. I talce the opportunity to express 

our gratitude to my friend, Dr. Rolf Bjornerstedt, Assistant Secretary-General, 

and to his staff in the Centre for the efforts they have ~ade to produce an 

extremely useful publication in such a short time. It is my hope that future 

issues will be more analytical and will contain more information on developments 

in the disarmament field. The Secretary-General and the Centre f.Jr Di.sanf1ament 

should play a more active role in mobilizing peoples in support of disarmament, 

in expoundinc; openly the dan(Sers of the continuation of the arms race, and in 
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dispellinc; the illusion that las tine; peace and security can coex1st 11i th 

Jmce accumulations of the means of destruction. He vrant to assure the 

Secretary-General of our appreciation of his activity and to pledge our 

continuous support. 

Here, Mr. Chairman, I should lil\:e f::~rmally to propose that you, Sir, as 

Chairman of the Political and Security Committee, invite Dr. Bjornerstedt, 

head of the Centre for Disarmament, to come ,~,r:fc:r, this Committee so that 

he may have an opportunity to express his vie-v1s on -vrhat should be the future 

-vrork of the Centre 11i th respect to publications and studies on disarmamenJ_;. 

I hope that members of the Committee i·7ill at:;ree >'lith me that such viei·TS 11ill 

be most helpful to those participating in the consideration of disarmament 

items. 
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The special session of the General Assembly 1-:hich is to meet next year 

should become a turning point in our search for d:i.sm:mnme::nt and thereby move us 

closer to attaining the broad objective.s for vrhich the United Nations was created. 

It is f~GnE:rally considered that the primary factor in the ·Horld--vride arms race 

is the arms race among the :najor military Pavers, vrhich is due chiefly to their 

virtual monopoly in the development of advanced military technology, their 

overuhelmingly large share of uorld production and 1-rorld exports of advanced 

-vreaponry and the global character of their politicc:tl and military interest;c,. 

This indicates that the largest and most advanced Povrers bear a very special 

responsibility for putting an end to the arms race, and in the first place the 

nuclear arms race. 

l<hile fully recoc;nizinc; the important role and responsibilities of the 

great Pouers 1rith respect to disannnment, peace and security, the small and 

mediwn-sized States, the developing countries and the non -aligned States should 

also participate and contribute to bringing about disarmament. The interest 

in rl:isarmaulent is universal and the issue should be dealt uith accordingly. 

That is 1rhy ve consider that the special session should be adequately ,,repared 

for ,,-_; th tlc.13 active participation of all States. Mauritius has made a modest 

contribution of its ovrn to the preparations for the special session, inter alia 

by submitting a uorh:ing paper containing elements to be included in the 

proposed declaration on disarmament, -vrhich -vras clrculat(:cl_ as an official 

document under the symbol A/ AC. H37/ 60. That >wrldng paper represents our basic 

vievs and I shall refrain from repeating them here. 

Instead I should lil\:e to refer to a problem of particular interest to 

Africa. For some time African -State.s have expressed grave concern over vhat 

they perceive as the ominous implications for the r;eace and security of the:Lr 

region, and of the 1rhole vorld, of developments in South Africa's multi-billion

dollar nuclear progrsmme. For instance, at its thirty-first session the General 

A:ssembly adopted an f'frican-initiated resolution ex'!ressing concern that the 

further development of South 1\ frica 1 s mili tery and nuclear-vea1Jon potentisl 

would frustrate efforts to establish nuclear~reapon-free zones in ffrica and 

elsvhere as an effective mean.s of preventing nuclear--vreapon proliferation, 

both horizontal and vertical, and of contributing to the elimination 
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cf tl- o da:r.c;Pr of a nuclear lcolocaust. r.Ihe AssetYJbly also 

appealed to all States not to deliver to South Africa or place at its disposal 

any equipment or fissionable material or technology that vould enable South 

Africa to acquire nuclear--vreapon capability. South Africa has not yet acceded to 

the non-prcliferatiun Treaty. 

Recently the attention of the international community Las aGain been dravn 

nuclear developments in South Africe. On 3 August l'/ 77, in a stetement carried 

by Ta,s 3, the Soviet press ae;ency, the ~_;oviet Union statsd thot according to its 

information South J· frica I·TB3 preparing to test a nuclear device in the near 

future as a step touards developinc; a nuclear-uenpon arsenal. The Soviet Union 

held that suer_ o development 110uld prcducc- the most serious and far··reaching 

consequences for internationBl peace and security and indicated that it 11as 

ready for it,s part and together lvith other :3tates nto contribute in every 

ITBY possiblen to preventine; the dangers of nuclear-lveapon proliferation and the 

threat of nuclear ~Var posed by the South African developments. 

Several countries, including FrBnce, the Federal Republic of Germany and 

the United States, forn18lly requested clarj fi cation from the South African 

Government concerning the ch8rges raised by the Soviet Union. On 21 August 

the South African Foreign Minister, Mr. Botha, stated thet the :3oviet reports 

l'e re "unfounded''. This vas reported in The Neu Yorh: Times of 22 Auc;ust. 

HmJever, one day after the :3totement, on 22 August, the French Government stated 

that it had received ne1-r information that South Africa was preparil'.G; to set off 

an atomic test explosion, an action vhich, according to French Foreign Minister 

Mr. Louis de Guiringaud) vmuld have "grave consequences" for French-South 

1'frican relations. That uas reported in The Ne11 York Times of 23 August. 

In an opening st8tement at a press conference on 23 Auc,ust President Carter 

said that South .f\_frica had informed the United States that it did not intend 

to conduct any nuclear tests "nm1 or in the f1.ture''. r.Ihat ':.'as r8ported in 

The NevT Yorl\: Times of 24 August. ~ -hile expre,::;sing appreciettion of the no-nucle8r

test "commitment" by South Africa, the American President added, hovever, that 

the United States vould "continue to monitor the situotion closely". On the 

same day, the South African Prime Mini:;ter, Mr. Vorster, for the first time 

publicly denied thBt South Africa -vms plBnninc; to develop nuclear vTea~)ons. 
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In a Jt8tement reportedly issued by the Foreign Minister in Bonn on 

25 Augc;.st) the Federal Republic of Germany pointed out that it ta.c~. r::.oted a speech 

by Prime Minister Vor,ster expressing the possibility of his regime's sic;ninc; 

the non-proliferation Treaty. The Federal Republic of Germany added that it 

uould continue discussions -vrith 3outh Africa aimed at attaining the goal of 

, he latter's acce,ssion to the non-proliferation Treaty. 

) number of South ;'frican officials have themselves over the years fuelled 

i nterm<t ional EoDXif:tieS OVer their regime IS nuclear programme and intentions, 

For example, in July 1':)70 Prime Minister Vorster announced that South Africa 

had succes::;fully developed a "unique" uranium-enrichment process uhich uas 

reported in the press as one simil8r to, if not the actual, "jet-nozzle" 

aerodynamic enrichment process originally invented by a \Test German unclear 

scieLtist, Professor ~- 1 !. Decker. 

London on l"~.ucust 1973. Four years later, in July 1974, Dr. Lom1 .Alberts, 

Vice-Chairm8n of the South Pfrican ~1\to.nic I'nero:y Board, stated t}la t South 

Africa':.; nuclear programme uas more advanced than that of India, and that South 

Africa -vras capable of producing a nuclear bomb. That vras reported in The Times 

of London c n JY LTul:'/ 1S!7 lf o 

:3outh Africa reportedly has a pilot uranium-enrichment plant vhich could be 

used to produce nuclear veapons and vrhich it has refused to place under 

international safeguards, allegedly to protect the "secret" process the plant 

uses. lm unnamed official l1merican source has observed that the pilot facility 

could have accumulated enouc;h material for Em experimental nuclear eXlJlos ion 0 

That uas reported in The Nev Yorl-: Times of 23 August. Other experts feel that 

the pilot plant could produce enough plutonium for 8 bomb vri thin three years, 

uhile one British observer feels that South J\frica t!lo.y already have produced 

an atc:nic ueapon. That l·ras reported in The Hashington Post of 10 February 1'}77. 

Although South J\fricFI has nov publicly declared that it does not intt::-lld 

to test a nuclear device cf :=my ldnd nou or in the future this does not mean 

that the country 1dll stop or curtail its nuclear Drogrommes 0 In this connexion 

it is not inconceivable that 3outh Africa uill continue to resist appeals that 

it 3hould join the non-proliferation Treaty regime. Moreover, there i;::; nothing 

to stop the apartheid regime fred decle.rinc: such commitments null and void in 
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the future should a ne11 set of -vrhi te leaders there conclude that a nuclear 

option 1rould be the only guarantee of the security of their regime and of 

its policy of aparthei~. 

In this connexion it is significant to note the statement on 

30 August 1977 by Hr. Ovren Horwood, the South African Finance Minister, 

that: 
!! if we [the South African regi~J did at any time 1vish to do 

other things vi th our nuclear potential vre -vrill do so according 

to our mvn decisions and our mm judgement. 11 

That uas reported in The New· Yorl<.: Times of 31 August 1977. This statement 

appears to contradict the unequivocal denials of a \veel<.: earlier by 

Prime Hinister Vorster and Foreic;n .Minister Botha that South Africa had 

nuclear-1-reapon development ambitions or intentions, and enhances the viev 

that the no-nuclear-veapon 11 commi tment11 expressed recently by the 

South African authorities is not permanent and could be annulled by any 

future regime. 

Recent reports published in The Neu York Times of 29 August 1977 said 

that American reconnaissance photography had reportedly established that 

South Africa tad built a testing structure and other facilities required for 

an atomic test in the Kalahari Desert. 

In vimr of these developments this Assembly should tal<.:e a firm stand to 

put an end to the nuclear-\reapon ambitions of the apartheid regime. 
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Vrr. DATCU (Romania) (interpretation from French): One of the most 

important tasks of this Committee and,, more generally speakine;, of this session, 

is to make it possible to take stock of the position of Member States with 

ree;ard to the preparation, proceedings and results of the first speci::d 

session devoted to disarmament to be held in a feu r[1onths 1 tir'le. 

It is this question that I should like to refer to today and it is a 

particular pleasure for me to do so because this is something which my c~:mntry 

has constantly supported and hoped for over the years. 

The discussion, for the first time, of' a separate item, the 

special session of the General Assembly of the United Nations devoted to 

dis armament, is in itself somethine; of great significance in the life of 

the United Nations. 

In turning to this subject, 11e thinl\: we should bec;in HUh an objective 

analysis of the 11ay in lvhich the United Nations has hitherto discharf!ed its 

histr·ric task of callin,s a halt to the arms race and bringing about dis armament. 

The question has been discussec. at lenc;th for over three decades, E:any 

proposals and initiatives have been considered and many resolutions adopted. 

Hov1ever, no ,senuine measure of disarmament v1ith practical effects on a reduction 

of military arsenals has, so far, been undertaken. We might as -v1ell say 

that the resolutions, appeals and exhcJrta tions have remained desd letters, and 

that the United nations has not performed its task and has not dischare;ed 

its direct functions in negotiations relatinG to military disengagerrent 

and disarmament. 

It is clear that the major problems of disarmament have been c;rad ually 

removed from the authority of the United Nations and that the Disarmament 

Commission, conceived as 2. L1ajor lJod~r of tbe United Nations 

for the discussion of disarmament questions, with the participation of all 

States, has hardly functioned) 'l:l"ile nes;otiaticns have been undertal;::en 

vlithin a limited framework outside the United Nations. Moreover, disarmament 

problems and, above all) prc·bleras of nuclea:c' disarn2uent, have not yet been 

the subject of determined or decisive measures on the part of Govenments 

to ensure a reducti'Jn and elimination of arms and to protect manh:ind from the 

da.ne;er of another uar. 
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This less than satisfactory state of affairs, and the continuing deadlock 

in negotiations on disarmament have led to a steady grouth and escalation 

of the arms race, the spearhead of which is the nuclear arms race. The 

development, diversification and continual uninterrupted accumulation of 

nuclear and conventional arsenals, the destructive capacity of lvhich is 

mind-boggling, gives the impression of a force beyond the control of human 

reason. 

The disturbing picture presented by armaments and disarmament negotiations 

32 years since the creation of the United Nations, can lead to only one 

conclusion. It is that the strategy, the specific measures taken, the 

approach to problems, the rules and procedures which have been resorted to, 

have not in spite of the efforts made, proved their effectiveness and have 

not yielded the results demanded by the peoples of the world. 

Dealing vli th disarmament problems from a peripheral approach, by 

measures which resemble control of armaments rather than disarmament proper, 

has proved to be an inadequate method incapable of slmling down the ever

increasing escalation of armaments. \·Je do not intend now to dvJell on the 

causes, real or imaginary, underlying this situation, nor to the arguments 

adduced in explanation. 

\Je believe that beyond theoretical debates, which go back scores of years 

and vlhich were only interruped by the greatest conflagration in history, 

-vre must now recognize the need to effect a drastic switch in disarmament 

negotiations. \Te must, in a constructive spirit, consider new ideas and 

methods, and objectively the machinery of negotiation. 

l)ithin the frame1wrk of what must necessarily be an innovative process, 

the United Nations should play a special and ever-growing role. In order 

to rise to the level of its primary responsibility lvhich is that of safeguarding 

peace and security, and to justify the trust and hopes placed in it by the 

peoples of the ITOrld, the United Nations should decisively increase its mm 

roJe in the field of disarmament and exercise its paramount authority in 

negotiating, adopting and controling the implementation of disarmament 

measures. 
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The vli thdrmral of disarmament problems from the authority of the United 

Nations has served neither to promote successful negotiations, nor to enhance 

the prestige of the United Nations in the world. It is high time to place 

disarmament negotiations under the auspices of the United Nations, in 

accordance vith the need to democratize international life and to ensure the 

participation, on an equal footing, of all States in the process of solving 

international problems. Negotiation on these problems must tal\.e place in 

open forums, in the sight and };:nmrledge of 1wrld public opinion, in order 

to reflect the major changes vhich have occurred in international relations and to 

strengthen the trust of the peoples of the world in the United Nations. \Je 

are justified, therefore, in claiming that the first special session of the 

General Assembly devoted to disarmament is destined to play a historic role 

in this regard. 

As vras stressed by the President of the Socialist Republic of Romania, 

Nicolae Ceausescu: 

n17e believe the special session of the United Nations to be devoted 

to disarmament in 1978 should pave the way to the adoption of concrete 

measures and on disarrrament, atove all, on nuclear disarrrament.n 

In our vievr, the special session should take place at the highest level 

so as to give a po1rerful boost to disarmament negotiations and to make 

effective progress towards the solution of a problem which is long overdue. 

The session must be an autonomous forum, empowered to take decisions 

of crucial importance to world peace and security, to discuss and adopt the 

principles, decisions and measures needed to open up a new era of negotiations, 

an era of genuine disarmament under strict and effective international 

control. 
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Having aluays actively supported the adoption of the decision to 

convene a special session of the General Assembly of the United Nations 

devoted to disarmament, the Romanian delec;ation has nai.nta-Lnec1 

from the very outset that its success depends to a very high degree on 

appropriate and scrupulous preparation. A particularly important role in 

this respect should be played by the Preparatory Committee for the special 

session, 1-(hr:ls~ :: -Lrst rr:p:>rt on i.ts 11-::Jrlc i.s before -::Jur C-::Jmmi.tteE:. 

The report of the Ad Hoc Committee is an encouraging document and makes 

it clear that the 1rork that has so far been done by this body has deraonstrated 

}erceptible progress, the Glost important aspect of uhich seems to us to be 

the concerted vrork on the agenda for the forthcoming session. At the same 

-:ime, ue sl-~uld like to stress the constructive '\Tod:inc; atmosphere vrhich 

;;revailed in the course of the Committee 1 s 110rk. 

In spite of the acccmplishments of the Committee, ue do feel that in 

vieu of the short time vrhich remains before the special session sustained 

effort is necessary on the part of all to accelerate t:,E:' }Jreparat-::Jry '·TOrk. I 

·:,hink it is appropriate to recall here that the most important part of 

the Committee 1 s vrork- that is, the preparation of the documents vrhich 

the special session 11ill have to adopt - should bec;in immediately, and 

the results of the session -vrill themselves depend largely on the vay in 

uhich ue perform this tasls:. 

Nou, in the ·uell-ls:novn present d i_sarmament s ituati_-::ln) 'de can hardly 

permit the special session to be anything other than successful. In its 

anxiety t-::J moJ~c a constructive contr-Lbuti::m to the preparation ·f-::Jr the 

special session, the Romanian delegation submitted in the Preparatory 

Committee, in the form of uorking proposals, draft documents vrhich 1re bel i.eve i. t 

1·7-Lll bE: desi.ral,le and necessmy to have adoptecl by the special sessi.-::Jn, namely: the 

declaration of the special session containing the principles of disarmament 

negotiations and thei.r c;oals and priorities; tactics and strater~-Y for c;u-Ld i.nrz: 

the process of all negotiations on dis armament; the programme of action, 

stagc;ered in terms of time, containing concrete measures to be tal<:en vithin 
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the realm of nuclear and conventional disarmament) to strengthen confidence 

and co-operation among States; and) finally, decisions and recommendations 

on ne8otiating machinery, with a view to establishi~~ flexible and viable 

structures, enjoyin~ the necessary authority and functioning according to 

democratic rules and u8rking pr8cedures. 

'I'hose are the points >Thich r11y delegation wanted to make at this stage 

of our debate on the subject of the special session of the United Nations 

devoted to disarmament. 

\Jhile repeating the sincere 1Tish of Romania to contribute, no11 ond in the 

future too, in so far as lies Hithin our power, to the successful preparation 

and outcome of the special session, I should like to stress once again the 

need for us all to redouble our efforts to see to it that that session 

adopts clear) precise and 1·incli.n,q, documents 1-1hicl1 can set disarmament 

negotiations on the road to effectiveness. 


